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Recent Violence
Marks New Wave

Of Racism
On Tuesday, March 7, shortly before

midnight, an 18 year old black youth was
attacked and severely beaten by three i
whites near 34th St. and'Park Avenue in
Manhattan while walking home from
work. The whites, ranging in age from 14
to 19, started by verbally harassing the
black youth, using racial slurs, and when

he ignored them and kept walking,
they accosted and beat him using an

automobile windshield scraper and a
metal wrench. The suspects were ar-
rested at the scene by two Port Auth-
ority police officers who observed the
attack. (One can only wonder just how
long they "observed" before they acted.)
This is just the latest in a series of rac-
ially motivated attacks that have been
brought to our attention by the media. In
recent years there has been a growing
epidemic of hat-motivated beatings and
harrassment of non-white citizens by
white individuals who seem to have
forgotten that these are modern times,
and the days of lynch mobs and legally
sanctioned white supremacy are supposed
to be over. With the trend towards con-
servatism in this country giving thanks
to the Republican administration, open-
season seems to have been declared on
blacks and other non-white groups. Con-
sequently, a lot of whites with animalis-
tic mentalities think it's once again ac-
ceptable to go out and injure, maybe even
kill (remember Howard Beach?) others
whom they have been made to see as
"inferior" to them, however ridicu-
lous this notion is. And the way our jus-
tice system (which is, by the way, dom-
inated by whites, some of whom have

;imilar mentalities) operates, is it any
wonder they think this way? These
animals, if they're caught and taken
nto custody, nine times out of ten re-
ceive nothing more than the proverbial
'slap on the wrist" for their offenses. In
many of these cases, the judge and jury
actually sympathize with the racist
feelings of these individuals.

One characteristic of these ignorant
cowards is that they always work in
groups, and the victim(s) is usually un-
armed and outnumbered, In view of this,
who do you think is the real animal here?

How long must we of the black
community endure this? This is 1989,
and a black citizen still can't walk down
the street at any hour of the day without
the fear that she or he will be assaulted
and terrorized by white hoodlums!
And where can we go for protection?
To the police? Half the time, it's them
doing the beating and harassing.

Part of the answer lies in solidar-
itv. Black citizens have to get together
and demand respect for ourselves and our
communities. Another part lies with law
enforcement agencies living up to their
responsibility to protect all americans,
not just those of a certain skin color and
social class. Most importantly, certain
members of the white population must
be made to understand that a black per-
son is just that--a person, with rights and
privileges equal to theirs, not some ob-

ject they can use as a target for their own
frustrations and feelings of inadequacy.
If )unishment was swifter and harsher,
ignorant white racists, when seeing a
black citizen on the street, would think
twice about harassing them.
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Margaret Sanger: What's in a Name? Racism and Bigotry
by Dwayne Andrews

Our campus is scattered with academic and residen-
tial buildings that are named after various people, some
famous and some not so famous. Have you ever sat
down and thought about the names of the buildings
that you and your friends live in? Probably not, right?
Well, Arturo Toscannini College in Tabler Quad was
named after a famous classical composer and Eleanore
Roosevelt Quad was named after one of our most pop-
ular president's wives, who was more famous for her
humanitarian services. Then there are the more contro-
versial choices like Jimi Hendrix College in Roth Quad.
Hendrix was a brilliant rock and roll guitarist but also
an outspoken drug addict. The awards for Most Contro-
versial Choice and Worst Choice for naming a building
goes to a dormitory in Tabler Quad. Right across from
Frederick Doublass College, which was named after
the famous Abolitionist, is Margaret Sanger College.
Res. Life, Administration or one of those governing
bodies will probably tell you that Mrs. Sanger was the
founder of Planned Parenthood, and with all the abor-
tion controversy that has been going on lately that
makes you wonder about dedicating a building in her
name. But this article is not about the pros and cons of
abortion this is about racism. For all the good that Mrs.
Sanger seemed to be doing she was doing twice as much
evil.

Mrs. Sanger, along with many other "progressives" of
the early twentieth century, believed in the principles of
Eugenics. Eugenics is the science that deals with improv-
ing the human race through control of the factors in-
fluencing heredity, as by careful selection of parents. Or
as Mrs. Sanger put it, "More children from the fit, less
from the unfit--that is the chief issue of birth control."
Who did she mean by the unfit? In the beginning of her
crusade she meant the mentally retarded and physically
deformed. A majority of the population agreed with
these views because by employing'the techniques of
Eugenics there would be no need for measures that were
"fostering the good-for-nothing at the expense of the
good." These measures included the New Deal welfare
legislation.

In the 1920's Mrs. Sanger's base for judging those
who were "unfit" broadened to inlcude the immigrants
of southern and eastern Europe. Those "foreigners," she
complained, were ignorant of hygiene and the conai-
tions of modern life, and they "filled the slums and
made the cities wretched." The Birth Control Review-
Mrs. Sanger's magazine published a favorable review of
Lothrop Stoddard's book "The Rising Tide of Color

MARGARET SANGER

Against White World Supremacy." In 1933 the maga-
zine published "Eugenic Sterilization: An Urgent Need"
by Ernst Rudin, who was Hitler's director of genetic
sterilization and a founder of the Nazi Society for
Racial Hygiene.

Finally Mrs. Sanger decided to target other "dysgenic
races ' included Blacks, Hispanics, American Indians
and Catholics-and set up clinics in their respective
communities as well. Every non Aryan was noxious
in her sight. In 1939 Planned Parenthood designed a
"Negro Project" which asserted, "The mass of Negroes,
particularly in the South, still breed carelessly and disas-
trously, with the result that the increase among Negroes
even more t ha: among Whites, is from the portion of
the population least intelligent and fit." In implementing
this project, Mrs. Sanger hired three or four Black min-
isters to propogandize birth control. She felt, "The most
successful educational approach to the Negro is through
a religious appeal." These ministers were to be used as
figureheads as one of the project directors wrote, "There
is great danger that we will fail because the Negroes

think it is a plan for extermination. Hence let's appear
to let the colored run it." Sanger spread her clinics
throughout the South and her dream of discouraging
"the defective and diseased elements of humanity" from
their "reckless and irresponsible swarming and soawn-
ing" was at last being fulfilled.

To a degree, Margaret Sanger's elitist ideas have been
fulfilled. In most Black communities abortion outweigh
birth. by as much as three to one, the sterilization rate
among blacks is forty-five percent higher than whites.

Mrs. Sanger's White supremacist attitude made her
use her influence to eliminate all who didn't fit in . Her
ideals are on the level of the Ku Klux Klan or Adolph
Hitler. There's no building named after Hitler so why is
Mrs. Sanger's name on a building. She used the same
ideals as Hitler except her main target wasn't Jews, it
was Blacks. Her calculated efforts to make the Aryan
race supreme are disgusting and her ideals are warped.
People with attitudes such as hers should not be
acknowledged in a history book, so is a building
named in her honor? After reading this doesn't Martin
Luther King Jr. College sound so much better. You've
read the facts Stony Brook, what are you going to do
about it?

NOTES--Special thanks to James DiMaio Class of
'88 for bringing this subject to my attention...Refer-
ences: George Grant, Grand Illusions: The Legacy of
Planned Parenthood (pp 87-102) Wolgemuth and Hyatt
Publishers Inc. 1988 and David M. Kennedy, Birth Con-
trol in America: The Career of Margaret Sanger (pp 113-
117) Yale University Press, 1970.
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Davis Delivers Thoughts On Status Of Women
by Marie Magdala Therency

The book "WOMEN RACE AND
CLASS" written by Angela Y. Davis de-
picts the role of women in slavery

,whereby she refers to as "Breeders" in
the eyes of the slaveowners. As females,
slave women were vulnerable to all forms
of sexual coercion. Rape, in fact, was
an uncamouflaged expression of the
slaveholders economic master, and the
overseer's control over Black women as
workers; they were regarded as gender-
less. From her passage "Black women
came to be increasingly appraised for
their fertility." It is evident that they
were indeed classified as "Breeders,"
degraded to even a lower form than the
lowest animal.

She also described how the slavehold-
ing class were forced to rely on the ANGELA DAVIS
national reproduction as the surest would also be expected to receive the
method of replenishing and increasing the many severe beatings with a rod or whip
domestic slave population. This in turn if they failed to fulfill their days quota.
led to infant children being sold away Throughout Ms. Davis' book, she points
from their mothers thus destroying the out how pregnant women were sel-
Black family. Although the slaveholders dom dealt with leniency on a human-
would have some women reproduce at itarian level, but were merely appre-
least 20 children, they never excused ciated because of the value of a slave
those same women from working in the child born alive in comparison to a
fields. Pregnant women were not only newborn calf.
compelled to do the normal work, they Another point that was brought out

from this book, was in fact that women
were not too "feminine" to work in the
coal mines, iron foundries or to be a
lumberjack. Black women were con-
sidered a great deal more profitable that
either free workers or male slaves because
"they cost less to capitalize and to main-
tain than prime males." It should also be
mentioned that these Black women did
indeed fight for and with their Black
men. This was done by using their
strength built upon years of oppression.
Some women went to great extremes as
to kill their own instead of letting them
be brought into slavery.

Ms. Davis also goes into the concept
and structure of the Black slave family.
They were equal to their Black men in
both the oppression they suffered and in
every day living within the slave commun-
ity. This was nicely put in her passage
"They were both equally necessary.. .the
division of labor between the sexes was
vigorous, for the men would sometimes
work in the cabin and the women might
tend to the gardens and perhaps even join
a hunt." This was really an inspiring piece
of work and would recommend anybody
and everybody to read it. Only by
learning and teaching others about our
culture can we change what needs to be
changed.
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The
by Salimah Aminah McCallum

0
Torch of Success

0
Sermination. The pointothaf I am trying to make isothat It is my belief that positive role models aid i

Sam writing in response to Jesse Jackson's article our achlemegts and advancements have become pos- vancement of the young. If youngst
In Pursuit of Equity, thics, and Excellence: The Chal sible as a result of the effort of otlpredecessors. knowledgeable about the positive aspects of th

lenge to Close the Gapq " y Edtcatin 888 F Shultz-- It has been the goal of each generation eo achieve suc- then they will become confident and strive to
edingetor) pg ) n his artice Gap."cksoattac88ed89 F. Shultz-- cess in order to make a brighter future for the next °success. White students are virtually guaranteec

rends that the system creJacs to lattacked the der generation. What has happened? It has appeared that in their future, therefore they strive to excell i
lacts an the system creates to limit ne progress of the present generation of blacks had dropped the torch in order to obtain what they know is wating f

blacks and other minorities. Jackson also attacked in expectation that the next generation will pick it up Whereas Blackyoungsters tend to give up easily
blacks themselves for setting up their own barriers and continue the race. As a result, drug and alcohol they don't think that they will ever obtain succe
which krevent them from achieving success. He says, abuse, teenage pregnancy, high dropout rates in high ever if Black youngsters knew the achievemeni
"But I know that if the victimizer is responsible for the schools, and incarceration has fallen upon our people. Black race, they might become motivated and
victim's being down, the victim must be responsible for This decline in motivation must not stifle our success., fident.
getting up. It is in the victim's self interest to get up and We must pick up the torch and continue the race. The molding of black children must not b
go! It is precisely because the slave is in chains that he In his article, Jesse Jackson says that, "Too many to. the schools. Parents must devote time to emust run faster." I agree with this statement whole- young people in this generation have lost their apprec- their children about their history. Parents mu
heartedly. We as blacks must stop blaming our dilemma iation for the historic shoulders upon which they stand." that their children complete all horiework assi
on the "White Man." We must use our past as a refer- However Mr. Jackson fails to realize that many black they also must be concerned with whether or r
ence for determining our abilities. We must be respon- youths today do not know their history. therefore it children are understanding the subject matter.
sible in shaping our own future- is absurd for him to expect them to appreciate it. must instill themes of success and achievemeni

It is my belief that blacks do not know their past. I Unfortunately many of our young people do not their children so that they will strive to excell in
say this because if they did, then they would realize know about their history or their heroes. The fault Also parents must get involved with their childrei
the several steps that were taken by our predecessors to lies in two places, the school system and our own corn- all educational process. It must be their duty t
facilitate the progress of our race. Through analyzing munity. The role of the educational system is to educate volved with local school board decisions regardi
the past we should be able to successfully plan a brighter our young. However the school system tends to neg- children. If parents would take a serious stand
future. If we take a trip down memory lane, we will lect this responsibility when it comes to black students, welfare of their children then black students will
soon realize that our predecessors did not have the re- The educational system in America is one that contains develop a positive attitutde about themselves a
sources and education that is available to us in the a vast variety of subjects in an attempt to provide a well- community.
1980's. Despite these obstacles, our race has succeeded rounded curriculum. However it appears that the system It is time that we wake up and begin organizai
in paving a smoother path for us to walk upon. One purposely neglects to include African history, Afro- selves. The key to our success lies in education.
might ask, "What did our predecessors have that we American history, and Black-American Literature as not achieve and excell without a good educati
are lacking?" The answer to this question lies in one a part of the curriculum. By neglecting to include these ents must begin to take an active role in the
word, Organization. The advancement of Black people, subjects in the curriculum, the school system is deliver- their children. They must encourage their chil
dating back to their arrival in America had always been ing the message that the history and culture of black seek higher education and higher goals.
based on organization. When Black people were en- America is not important. The result of this rejection by Brothers and sisters of my generation, I reach
slaved, many had little or virtually no education at all. the school system is that black students have low self- you. We are the future of our race. We must rej
However they managed to organize their own churches esteem and even more crucial, black students tend to set selfish attitude of, "I've got mine, now you get
where information regarding those who would aid them low goals for themselves. We have a responsibility to our community,
in escaping was passed. Determined slaves such as Fred- Parents, guardians community leaders, and clergy- contribute our achivements for the bettermen
erick Douglas taught himself to read and write out of men must also be held accountable. Black people have whole e must realize tha we woud not be
the desire to gain his freedom and assist other slaves in been complaining for years that black youngsters aren't to attend universities today, had it not been
obtaining their freedom also. in an era when women embracing that which belongs to them. Why do we sit efforts of our predecessors. We must use our e<
were not respected, needless to say black women for by and wait for the schools to provide this service? We to build centers for our vouths, to take them
that matter: Harriet Tubman and Sojourner Truth came must take it upon ourselves to educate our young. We streets. We must become good teachers in ord
forth and risked their lives for the betterment of the must make them aware that our people havemade major sure the success of our young. We must mak
entire race. contributions to this society. They must be made to butions to our black colleges and universities, in

If we look at the situation of the Black A:nerian understand that everything that they do will either ben- provide scholarships for those who need it. We
twenty five years ago, we cannot deny that we have efit or hinder those that come after them. Furthermore :nto our communities and encourage our youth
made significant progress. These changes did not cc(rA they must be told that they are somebody. W.E.B. off of drugs and stay in school. As soon to be
because the "system" embedded within this ethno- Dubois, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.. and Marcus Garve, we nust aim to be reliable and responsibie guardi.

centric capitalistic society. had become compassionate must no longer be merely names to our young, , instead must work towards the day when there wii no o

to the needs of blacks. Instead, our progress is a result of they must provoke energy and promise. As Jackson says "The first black... . of anything. Brothers and

an organized effort. Our progress is a result of a strong in his article, ". .. we must no longer sit by and wait, e are the future Let's pick up the torch and c

desire for change. Our progress is a result of utter det- we must do." the race.
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by Jeff Cazeau

By now most people have already
heard of Jesse Jackson's latest crusade to
get African-Americans classifiied
officially as such. When I first heard the
news I thought it was a pathetic attempt
by Jackson to get back in the limelight
after the disrespectful treatment he got
at this summer's Democratic Convention.

It all seemed so pointless to me.
What was the big deal? Black. African-
American, they both meant the same
thing, right'? Wrong.

I didn't learn the real difference until
this past Black History Month. It was
interesting to hear Amiri Baraka. Charles
Barron, Dr. Bernice Johnson and Randall
Robinson, all of whom have different
backgrounds agree on the question of
officially renaming (or naming) Black
Americans. For the most part they all
agreed that it was a positive step. How-
ever in saying so I got the impression
that most of them didn't see it as an issue
which deserved so much attention. To

paraphrase Prof. Baraka,.:' ack in the
sixties we pushed to get ourselves called
Black so that we were on the same plane
of reference as White. Now that we've
got the color thing straightened out
it's time to get the culture think." Accor-
ding to Charles Barron. "Black is a color,
it doesn't signify a point of origin or a
culture and it doesn't even have to be
capitalized."

So here I was. young. impressionable
and inquisitive. The questions that were
burdinening my mind were finally lifted
and then replaced by new ones. But it
was too late. Black History Month was
over and I wouldn't be exposed to such
knowledgeable people for at least another
year. So I'm left to ask you. Dear Reader
the answers to these new questions which
are causing me such turmoil.

"What are these questions?" you ask'?
They're very simple you see, if a person
is a descendant of those Africans who
were brought from the Motherland to

America o er four hundred years ago he
or she is then called an African-American.

But how does one distinguish this group
of African-Americans from the Africans
who have been immigrating from Africa
in the relatively recent past and who have
accepted America as their home? And
furthermore what happens to those
people of African descent who are in
America after having immigrated from
the Carribean? Are they to be classified
as African-Carribean-Americans? Or do
we just call them Caribbean Americans
and leave out the African? And that's just
assuming that Haitians, Jamaicans, Trin-
idadians etc. would all want to be lumped
under the same name in the first place.

So do you see the point? Understand
first that we are all African Peoples. All
of us whether our ancestors suffered the
degradation of slavery in the "New
World" or colonialism on the mainland
have Africa as our roots. Although we
have distinct backgrounds we must re-
member that we are more alike than
different.

In naming themselves African-Ameri-
can are African-Americans creating divi-

sions that we as a community do not
need? ()n our own campus do you see

the existence of an African American
Students Organization, an African Stud-
ents Alliance, a Carribbean Students Or-
ganization and a Haitian Students Organi-
zation as a unifying factor or a sign of
disunity'?

When we used to say "the Black
community" we understood that it meant
everyone who considered themselves cul-
turally Black. Now when we say the
African-American Community who are
we talking about? Are we excluding some
segment of the Black Community? Next
year will we have an African-American
History Month?

I think that we as a people have more
pertinent issues to face and I think this
business of renaming Blacks to African
American is a case of fixing something
that wasn't broken in order to divert our
attentions from more important issues.
LASHIMA TUSHINDE MBILASHAKA
(WE SHALL CONQUER WITHOUT A

DOUBT)

Send Viewpoints to Black eord



Drugs: It all comes down to Supply and Demand
by Troy Callahan

Whenever I go back to my old neigh-
borhood in Queens, I think about all
the fun I used to have hanging out with
my friends. My biggest concern back
then would be getting put down with
the next game of ball. Now I go out to
Flushing and run into an old friend and
he says, "Yo Troy, you better watch
your back out here. Things are really out
of control." He runs down the scoop on
all of the kids that I grew up with who
are in jail now, or were in jail for selling
drugs, or even killed someone over drugs.
The list leaves me in shock.

The neighborhood used to be predom-
inantly white until the overflow of drugs
seemed to dominate the neighborhood.
It was then that many of the white
people started to move out. They would
all talk about how bad the neighborhood
had become because of these drug
pushers "giving drugs to our children"
and would say how these horrible people
were "ruining their children's lives." I
would think about the things that they
would say and ask myself how many drug
dealers actually give away drugs? I don't
know of any. You have to buy them to
get them and this is the main reason
why drugs have become such a big
problem in America today. We must
remember, while there is a demand,
there will always be a supply.

It's a simple concept. It is taught all
across America. If there is a demand for
an item, you can make money from
supplying it. Many white people like to
believe the problem all lies on the street
with that black kid selling the drugs, but
this isn't true. That kid is out there try-
ing to make some money off this profit-
able business. It's quick, it's easy, the
profits are incredible, and it's tax free to
boot. He's not thinking about going to
jail, they are always too smart for that.
The only thing he's thinking about is
that BMW or Mercedes he wants. Just
like the one the white man has on tele-
vision. That's what he is thinking about.

This is another reason why drugs are
such a big problem in America. While
society is blaming these kids for it's
drug problem, it is also teaching them
that you can't gain any status in this
country without material possessions.
They see the commercials with white
people driving the nice new cars, wear-
ing the latest in fashion, and sporting the
finest jewelry. They want a piece of the
action as well.

You hear some people say "Why don't
they go out and get a job. If you work
hard enough, you can have anything you
want." Just what type of jobs are open to
these kids? The educational system is fail-
ing to even keep these kids in school,
let alone teach them enough to get a
good job or make it into college. This
only leaves flipping burgers at McDon-
ald's, and you can't buy a Mercedes on
that type of salary.

We also have a society that paints the
image that it's all right to do whatever

you have to do to succeed in this yet we cannot stop the.steady flow of
country. It all comes down to whether drugs coming into our country. Ob-you make the money. You have big bus- viously, there are some people high up in
inesses that show small concern for. the the government that have a hand in the
individual in society. They are only out business as well. You only need to look at
to make the money. You see politicians our own President who supported a well
and even church leaders constantly being known drug dealer who happened to
caught in some type of scandal that has run Panama named Noriega.
to do with either sex or money. Even on What it all comes down to is that
television you watch the soaps and they when you look at the drug problem in
show how far you can go by being ruth- America, you have to look at the big
less. When this is what a kid sees while picture, not just one corner of it. Don't
growing up, why should he give a damn focus all your attention on that black kid
about anybody but himself? on the corner who you always see

But finally, we must look to place dealing, but rather on the people that you
some blame on a government that is con- don't see who are using the drugs. Both
stantly claiming to be fighting the war black and white, from the poor abusers to
against drugs, but isn't even really making the rich occasional users, it all comes
a dent in th. staggering amount of drugs down to supply and demand. Without
coming in the country. We are supposed one, we wouldn't have the other.
to be one of the most technically ad-
vanced countries in the world. We have
defense systems that can shoot down
planes miles before we can see them, but

A School Without Spirit
Nadine Palumbo

apathetic: not interested or concerned; indifferent or un-
responsive.

I can't think of a person who has not been apathetic
at least one time or another. It's impossible to be inter-
ested in everything or to show concern for all the prob-
lems of the world, but it seems that more often than
not, people are passionless, a state which runs rampant
here at Stony Brook. Class after class is filled with stud-
ents who don't want to be there, who aren't the slight-
est bit interested in the material covered. One could
understand and perhaps excuse disinterest in distribution
classes, but it even happens in upper division classes for
a major; chit chatting, sleeping, eating, unpreparedness.
This disturbs not only the instructor, but distracts the
students who are actually interested in learning some-
thing. It is a rare occurance to sit in a class and find
others around you paying attention or even discussing
material without having the professor pull it out of
them. The students in a class can be as or more influ-
ential in the quality of a class than the instructor. My
PHI 100 class was a disaster because students were
there for an easy 'A' without any work thought in-
vested. There was one girl who actually complained
about having to type a two page paper (heaven forbid!).
All right, it was a 100-level class, but this is college.

Lack of concern and interest extends beyond the
lecture halls and classrooms. The lack of voting in Polity
elections is a disgrace. People often say that they didn't
know whom to vote for; that they knew next to nothing
about the candidates beyond their names, if even that
much. Whose fault is this? These elections choose the
people who are our voice in this university and some
effort must be made on the part of the student body
to develop some awareness. It is not too difficult to pick

up a statesman and get a rundown on the choices, or to
even go up to Polity and get some information. It is rid-
iculous I suppose, to expect people to care about student
government when they don't even care about their own
classes, majors, and general education.

So why are the masses of apathetic people here?
Probably to do the minimal amount of work to get a
decent grade, as to get a degree, and to eventually get
a nice job to make money so that they can buy things.
These are the products expected of their college years.
It seems a little silly to sit in hours of classes--ones that
are paid for with both time and money--and to strive to
get as little learning out of it as possible. Knowledge for
knowledge sake has become a bad word, thoughts
beyond what to wear to the next party are considered
negative. Reading a book of substance for mere enjoy-
ment is a rarity. The deficiency of interest in the acqui-
sition of an education permeates every pore of this
school.

Apathy stems from many sources, and clearly the
"what's in it for me" attitude breeds its own kind. Even
the staff of Blackworld is guilty of it, with some mem-
bers joining to get an 'A' or their three credits. With the
focus being on that, there is very little motivation to
do anything more than the bare minimum. When the
focus becomes informing the minority community, or
learning about journalism, there is more self-motivation,
and less need for that pat on the back, or reward that
looks good on a resume.

Another way of looking at process rather than prod-
uct is through art. Painters are not merely making
pictures to put over sofas, but instead deal with
aesthetic ideas and concepts. The piece of art becomes
more a matter of its circumstance and the mental pro-
cess that took place in making it. The product (the
painting) could in fact be discarded because the process

taught the painter something that they in turn, could
use in their next piece.

Granted, nothing would get done without producing
things. But instead of blindly looking at a goal and re-
fusing to do a stitch more than what is required, enhance
the process in achieving that goal, and the product will
probably be better for it. Indifference is not what makes
change. An apathetic person not only hinders them-
selves, but slows down and drains the community ofmotivation.

Why? Because the emphasis is on the products and
not the process. The focus lies in what one can get out
of something and not on the development of the brain
or the enrichment of life. It boils down to how much
money will be earned. True, one must think about econ-
omic necessity, but why can't someone take advantage
and an active interest in learning, in addition to the ben-
efits of having that piece of paper called a degree? This
would call for a change in attitude, from one that looks
at only results of actions, to instead, a look at the proc-
ess of life. After all, the end product of all our lives isdeath. As they say, you can't take it with you. So what
exists is a time span with which we have to make ourlives as rich as possible, which cannot be done with
money alone. Thinking, on a deep level, can do that,
providing a challenge to life, making it all the more inter-esting. Additionally, it is innovative and moving
thoughts which make changes in the world. If Rosa
Parks had sat where she was told to because shethought there would be no concrete or monetaryproducts in doing otherwise, it may have taken longerfor a spark to ignite the Civil Rights Movement.

--
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IAT TH IS PEFINITE...
ELLF

JAmES SAWYER f9

CRACKER'S TREAT

Young child, destined are you to be tested black youthas if

to say you are to be trialed. Don't seek the city's candy

Srotted treat. Dreams are long destroyed, destined are we

as a race to endure the chains of evil, sentenced by the devil's

candy. Candy that devours love, and destroys the very soul

of our existence. Heartless treat, poisoned sugar, I need

not fear you, for I am a blackman, and as a blackman I'hold

the future of those to follow. Sweet, sweet candy, tempting

to all, rich in pain and suffering. Agents of the devil,

peddler of death, dared are you for selling your brothers

and sisters to a new master, slave to a cracker's treat.

Save our brothers and sisters, end this merchant of miisery,

eradicate this tinted candy. For once eradicated, full will

our lives be, rich with wisdom and love. Unify my family,

for we are destined to purify our race and ensure the path

to true rightousness. For unchanged we are headed for definite

SELF DESTRUCTION!

by

SAJO-89
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Letters
Final Reply In Response
'o the staff of The Patriot, Juan Carlos Sanchez

Managing Editor
In response to your letters, we do not

need to make The Statesman a pen pal
column, so this will be the final time I
make my point. I do not wish to stir any
confrontation, but I do want to clear the
air of the continued ignorance I have
been witness to. The reason your article
entitled "Compassion for Fun and Profit"
is racist is because it is completely insen-
sitive to minorities. That is the only issue
I bring up and it is the only issue I will
stand by as far as this situation is con-
cerned. The issue about economics as
satire is simply not applicable to what I
am addressing. Your letter in the March
2nd issue of Statesman explains your use
of sarcasm. It is my belief that the min-
orities of this campus do not wish to bear
the brunt of any sarcasm whatsoever. If
the staff of" The Patriot is so blind as
to not see the substance of my stance,
then that only shows a minute portion
of the ignorance that plagues your or-
ganization.

If a debate on minimum wage is what
you want, I am sorry, I have no time for
that. My purpose on this campus is to
receive my education and continue serv-
ing my community to the best of my abil-
ity. I refuse to waste my energies any
longer just to escalate this situation.
The article "Compassion for Fun and
Profit" is racist and this is where I end
my part of this dispute.

Sincerely,

3j7 89 C. Sheldon Bassarath

Writers'
Public

Statement
February 4,1989

We are a group of Concerned Black
and Latino Citizens, Intellectuals, Activ-
ists, Politicians, Academicians, Artists
who deplore the way in which we arn
being exploited and divided by the cur
rent negative developments in Miami
New York and elsewhere...

We are not enemies, in fact, or a
heart. We are Peoples who have been poi
trayed by the media as antagonists, bu
we are not!

We, the intended victims of this ag

old "divide and conquer" power scenari(
understand that this division is being o
chestrated and projected to distract t

from our common historical and cultunr
bonds and political goals!!

But our common struggles for Se
Determination and Economic Power wi
continue to unite us. We will not I
pitted against each other by our enemie

So we call upon our communities, e
pecially the political leadership, to star
together in the shared spirit of o0
historic and collective struggles for fre
dom, justice and equality (including bla,

reciprocation of Latino political support
through the years), to struggle for even
greater Unity!;

S (Partial listing)

SMIGUEL ALGARIN, AMIRI BARAKA
RUDOLFO ANAYA, CLAUDE BROW]
NURUDDIN FARRAH,
AMINA BARAKA

The Patriot

Mr. Sanchez:
We have received your response to our

editorial written by Mr. C. Sheldon Bas-
sarath which responds to an article in
your publication, The Patriot. You seem
to exhibit an air of "disappointment" at
the fact that the Blackworld staff does
not rake "Compassion For Fun and
Profit" in the light in which you say you
had intended it to come across, that is
sarcastically. You have also stated in your
letter that the article was written "in the
tradition of Votaire and Swift."

We think it beneath our dignity that
you have assumed we, as Blackworld,
must be "unfamiliar with the technique
of satire" since we are offended by your
article. It is such language and assump-
tions of ignorance that enrage the Afri-
can-American community. What right do
you have to assume we are not familiar
with Voltaire or Swift? Insofar as you
have made this assumption you have
placed yourself among the extreme
Right, who are monolithic in their be-
liefs that people of color are inferior on
a number of levels, an ostensibly racist
group.

Though you say your article emu-
lates the styles of these two writers you
fail to realize that Swift's "A Modest
Proposal" and Voltaire's Candide were
literary masterpieces which were ob-
viously sarcastic. We feel the staff writers
of The Patriot would benefit greatly if
they did not so freely identify thems-
selves with the world's best writers, for
their skills fall infinitely short. They
would be less often "misunderstood" if
they became a bit more familiar with
the conventions of this genre before
undertaking a satiric writing excercise
that addresses such sensitive issues as
"minority unemployment."

But the fact that your staff writers
are elitist racists, at best, or woefully in-
adequate writers, at worst, is not what
the Blackworld staff is chiefly concerned
with. What ails us and many other indiv-

, iduals across Stony Brook's campus is
the fact that the Patriot took it upon

- itself to try to make "minorities" a
,spectacle of derision. We do not like

anyone making the slightest link between
t our colors and our collective plight with
- a "comic" attitude. And if you really

.t cared about how minimum wage laws
hurt minorities like yourself, Mr. San-

;e chez, don't you think your article could

i, have been a bit more cogent if it was rid

r- of that childish, ineffective, sarcastic un.

is dertone?
al Of all the things in the world at your

disposal surely you could have chosen

If to ridicule something other than one ol

ill the most oppressed groups in thesi
,e United States. To name one, you coul
s. begin with the new "Education" Pres
s- ident-Sadly Uneducated Vice Presiden
id team whose lips kindly tell us there wil
ur be no "new" taxes yet gently whispe
e- nothing about not raising "old" taxes
ck Or you could easily make up ten thigh
t slappers about how that President, whi

has claimed he will stress "ethical be
havior" in his cabinet, expects a win
to stagger into the Defense Department.

An even funnier topic is the newl
elected Louisiana legislator, David Duke

S who still maintains a link with the K
N, Klux Klan, of which he was a Gran

Wizard--Grand Wizard, mind you. What
funny is that your publication and wha

T

the poor and minorities (including not
Sjust African-Americans but Hispanic-

f Americans like myself). We therefore
e oppose the minimum wage, and accuse
I supporters of the minimum wage of being

Sracist and exploitative in effect, if not in
t intent.
1 This is not just our opinion. It is the
r conclusion of empirical research reported
. in books like The Stte Against Blacks b3
- Walter Williams of Gec-re Mason Univer

o ýity, and The Economics and Politics o
. Race by Thomas Sowell of Stanfor

o University's Hoover Institution. Bott
Sowell and Williams are economists. BotI

y also happen to be African-American.
E, If Blackworld still follows the line o
u the racist white "liberal" Establishmen
d that minimum wages "curb unemploy
's ment" (as Bassarath writes), this is a]
It issue for to be resolved by rational dis

Duke calls himself share the same epithet,
Patriot. This same name was used to title
the book stores that sold the Klan's
white supremacist literature. Since you
like to draw on the literary masters in
your writing here's one of Samuel John-
son's quotations to live by: "Patriotism
is the last refuge of the scoundrel."

In the name
of

Satire
February 22, 1989

To the editor:

Blackworld's February 20 editorial,
"The Wages of Racism" by C. Sheldon
Bassarath, is somewhat confusing. Bassar-
ath begins by seeming to take the article
"Compassion for Fun and Profit" (The
Patriot, February) seriously, despite its
obviously satirical title, but then admits
to finding "sarcastic comments through-
out the article."

Blackworld is far more perceptive than
Statesman, which failed to find a single
sarcastic word in the article, and took it
for the gospel truth. But those of us who
read campus publications have come to
expect a higher quality of analysis from
Blackworld than from Statesman.

It is therefore disappointing to find
Bassarath taking at face value a paragraph
like the following (quoted from the
article):

The great thing about the minimum wage
is that, not only does it let us yuppies rip
off the poor, but it lets us pretend to do
it out of compassion. Neat-O.

It is inconceivable that anyone could
refer to him or herself by a derogatory
term like "yuppie" with a straight face.
And try slipping the phrase "Neat-O"
into a serious conversation sometime.

This article, like every other article in
the issue (Dancing Cockroaches? Play-
ing Hackey Sack with a rat?) was clearly
not serious. It was a parody of the posi-
tion of those who support the minimum
wage, in the tradition of Voltaire and
Jonathan Swift.

We regret the offense this article
caused to those unfamiliar with the tech-
nique of satire. We especially regret that
Blackworld, like Statesman, blamed the
opinions of The Patriot on the College
Republicans. Opinions of The Patriot are
not those of the College Republicans or
any other organization. They are the
opinions of The Patriot alone.

The editors of The Patriot believe that
minimum wage laws are exploitative of

ten students were black with Caribbean
parentage." She further states that the

Ssit-in helped to dispel her former stereo-
Stypes of black Americans. You know that

Black-Americans are lazy because we
"only take certain jobs and uneducated

Sbecause of our language." As a Black-
American I feel insulted. What are these

- jobs that we always take? How many of
f todays prominent doctors and lawyers
d are lazy Black-Americans? Am I to
h believe that all Black-Americans are wel-
h fare recipients and/or work in McDon-

alds? I would rather see a black man
f working as janitor than see that same man
t dealing drugs.

- Uneducated? I hadn't planned on even
n dignifying this statement with a reply,
;- but I feel I must What language is Natalie

15

cussion.
The editors of The Patriot therefore

challenge the editors of Blackworld to a

public debate, at a time and location of

your choosing, on the One of the follw-

ing two questions:
Resolved: Minimum Wage Laws Exploit
the Poor, Especially Minorities

or
Resolved: Minimum Wage Laws Reduce
Unemployment.
Blackworld may choose the quesiton to
be debated. If the former, The Patriot
will take the affirmative, If the latter, we
will take the negative. We await your res-
ponse.

Yours truly,
Juan Carlos Sanchez
Managing Editor
The Patriot

P.S. Considering that one of our staffers
had his tires slashed after the last issue,
we are hardly to be considered
"cowardly" for writing anonymously.
When a writer is endangered, he is fully
justified in writing anonymously. This is
a technique common in underground
"Samizdat" publications in communist
countries today, and it was used by
people like James Madison, Alexander
Hamilton, John Jay, and Benjamin Frank-
lin during the American Revolution.

The real cowards are the people who
try to intimidate the opposition by sneak-
ing around slashing tires in the dark,
instead of making their arguments in
public, to stand or fall in the light of
reason alone.

Disenchanted

by Shayne Trotman

It seems to me, that in these times of
subtle racism and undercover discrimina-
tion that all black people should stand to-
gether. I expect ignorant prejudice
statements to come from others, but
when I hear them from a fellow black
woman I wonder if it makes any sense
at all to fight for equality when there is
so much dissension among ourselves.

In a recent article featured in Black-
world, a young woman was interviewed.
The article was entitled "Black Wom-
an's world.' I wonder if it should have
been "Black Caribbean Woman's world."
Quite a bit of the article was dedicated
to the Dube "sit-in" at the Administra-
tion building a few years back. Natalie
Neita, the young woman interviewed
stated that she was ". . .dissappointed
that of twenty students that stayed,

_C · I · r
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-DFfORIAL

In this issue, Blackworld
combines its devotion to the

Black Woman with its
abhorrence of social injus-
tice. In this month celebra-
ting International. Women's
History, we thank the Black

Woman for her undying
support through

centuries of hardship.

BIme kwor*
"KNOW THYSELF"
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Former
Grand
Wizard
David
Duke
Takes
Office

David Duke

On February 18th 1989, David Duke, former Grand

Wizard of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, and current

president of the National Association for the Advance-

ment of White People was elected to the Louisiana

House of Representatives. His campaign and subsequent

election has sent shock waves from the small town of

Metairie, Louisiana where he was elected, to the nation's

capital. Although Mr. Duke claims to have traded in his

white robe (because he "got tired of fighting" the Klan's

negative image), for more conservative, acceptable bus-

iness suits, those in opposition of his election feel that

it is relatively easy to take off the vesture that is the

Klan's trademark. However, it is much more difficult to

wipe away one s convictions.
Since the time of its conception in the Reconstruc-

n era following the Civil War, the Ku Klux Klan has
ight the "restoration of white supremacy through
imidation and violence aimed initially at blacks, but
)re recently extending to other minorities. As Grand
zard of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan in the
's, Duke preached "Give us liberty and give them
acks) death." (1975 Rally, Baton Rouge).
Opposers to Mr. Duke's election included former
?sident Ronald Reagan, and President Bush. They've
pressed sentiments saying that David Duke's elec-
n is a disgrace to the Republican Party as well as to

United States of America Closer to home, several
mny Brook students have expressed the follwing
nments in response to the election:
:kie: It's scary! Once a Ku Klux Klan, always a Ku
ux Klan. His feelings may not have changed even
>ugh his position is different. He may still hold
ong to KKK sentiments, and now, he is in a pos-
>n where he has the power to carry out any of their
ictices. Would a junkie be made a hospital adminis-
tor? It just doesn't make any sense.

Steve:. 1tialyad oaly .iseetini wrn.1I
Steve: Ethically and morally, his election is wrong. It
is unjust to people at large to have someone who is a
known racist in public office. Reform is possible, but
what are the chances of that. After all, he is a politi-
cian.

Upon hearing the newscast concerning David Duke's
victorious election to the Louisiana House of Repres-
entatives, my first reaction was one of shock I would
not believe that in 1989, in the United States of America
a man with David Duke's past activities and current
attitudes towards minorities and blacks specifically was
even allowed to pursue a public office. These events are
frightening because they send out a signal that in
Louisiana in particular, David Duke with his prejudices,
his sentiments, has received support from the people-so

much so, that he will influence the direction of the pol-
icies that will affect how blacks will live in Louisiana.
One of his major aims as Representative, is to eliminate
"unfair and wasteful minority set-asides" in state and
municipal contracts and ending "unjust affirmative
action."

David Duke should never have been allowed to run
as "the people's representative." John Tower met a lot
of opposition in his quest to secure the position of de-
fense secretary because of his background as an indulger
in wine and women. His opposers vehemently fought his
nomination. Should not the same treatment been given
to David Duke? His background is much more detri-
mental to the public than John Tower's. David Duke
does not belong in public office.
(Sources: NY Times & TIME Magazine -March 6, 1989.)

"Duke's election is a
disgrace to the Re-
publican Party as
well as to the United
States of America."
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When the F-14s shot down the 2
Libyan MiGs on January 4th, the U.S.
government proved again that it's a real
world leader. . .in hypocrisy, lying and
acting the gangster. Right after the Lib-
yan planes were blown away a Pentagon
spokesman said: "They jumped our
guys." Sam Nunn, a big-shot Democrat
congressman, blared "They maneuvered
themselves into a position to be able to
shoot down American planes. . .clearly
it was Libya that took the provocative
action."

Just who was really doing the "prov-
oking", "maneuvering" and "jumping"
here? Who has sent two massive naval
groups over 6000 miles from their own
country and positioned them a few miles
off another country's coastline and
been making open threats of a military
attack?

This like something right out of
Hitler's diaries. 50 years ago when the
German army invaded Poland, Hitler got
on the radio and announced that German
soldiers had been provoked and were " re-
turning fire."

In a television interview on December
23rd, Hitler Reagan openly talked about
the possibility of using military means to
"take out" a Libyan chemical plant
that was supposedly producing chemical
weapons. On January 2nd the U.S. ann-
ounced that a second aircraft carrier
group was heading to the Mediterranean
where it was going to link up with the
armada headed by the aircraft carrier
Kennedy for some "routine maneuvers."
Meanwhile dozens of warplanes and war-
ships were already cruising and flying
around within 100 miles of the Libyan
coast.

Is it any wonder that the Libyans
might have been expecting some kind of
attack? Especially now that bombing
various Libyan civilian and military tar-
gets has gotten to be routine for the
U.S.?

And what about the so-called "dog-
fight" itself? Just like with the shooting
down of the Iranian passenger jet last
summer, the U.S. was caught right away
lying through its teeth. First reports
claimed that the Libyan planes had their
missile-firing radar on but this was
dropped after a couple hours.

The International Herald Tribune even
quoted a former admiral who
commanded a Mediterranean task force
from the USS Kennedy in the 1970's:
"Secretary of Defense Carlucci misled
the American people by saying the F-14s
were taking evasive maneuvers. Those
were the standard maneuvers for getting
the advantage."

In fact, one of the MiGs was ;hots
down from behind, apparently as it was
headed towards Libya. And the U.S.
even admits that its F-14s were originally
more than 70 miles from the Libyan
coastline when the MiGs were detected
but the shoot-down took place only 40
miles from land-in other words, the
U.S . planes were flying towards Libya
during the "engagement" and the MiGs
were probably fired upon while they were
still inside the 40-mile limit claimed by
Libya.

Is the Libyan chemical plant capable
of producing chemical weapons? Who
knows for sure. But the real question is
Who is the U.S. government to say any-
thing about it, let alone bomb it?

The Iraqi government has massacred
1000s of Kurdish minority people (and
Iranian soldiers) with poison gas, but you
didn't see Reagan talking about bomb-
ing Iraqi chemical plants. Why? Because
the U.S. considers Iraq an important fo
force in making the Khomeini regime cap-
itulate completely to U.S. demands.

If the U.S. wants to send bombers

after chemical weapons plants they could
start with their own. The U.S. already has
the world's largest stock pile of this

murderous stuff and only a couple
months ago it started produciton of a

whole new generation of it.. .the so-
called "binary" C-weapons (two non-
lethal chemicals which become deadly
when a triggering device combines them).
Thousands of tons are scheduled for
production and hlere you have the U.S.
government condemning Qadhafi for
making his own. This is nothing but
hypocrisy and gangster logic, pure and
simple.

Oh yes, they tell us that America's
chemical weapons (like its nukes) are
only for "deterrence", and that Qadhafi
would use his.

Well, tell that to the hundreds of
thousands of Japanese who were vap-
orized in Hiroshima and Nagasaki; tell
that to the peasants of Vietnam with
their still-born and deformed babies due
to the millions of pounds of Agent
Orange dropped on their country; tell
that to the victims of napalm; in fact,

tell that to the Native-American Indians
who were wiped out a hundred years
ago when troops would intentionally
give them blankets infected with small-
pox.

Although the U.S. hasn't launched air
strikes against the chemical plant yet, it
can't be ruled out at this time. Not with
all the threats, the shooting-down on
January 4, the continued heavy naval
presence off the coast of Libya and the
history of U.S. assaults and invasions.

The situation remains tense and the
Godfathers running the U.S. empire
could consider it in their interests to
strike at any time. . .and just like their
last attack on Libya, it could inlcude
civilian targets. In today's world, any
military conflict could light the fuse
leading to world war between both
imperialsit blocs--East and West.

Their propaganda, lies and hypocrisy
have to be exposed and seen through;
any and all acts of aggresison have to be
opposed; and any opportunity for revo-
lutionary action that emerges in this
historical conjuncture has to be seized on
by the masses of people in their millions.
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"Trust Me" (One Woman's Journey)

Come on now baby
Just "trust" me he whispered
"And I'll give you the moon and the stars"
"You know how I love you
like nobody else can"
As his hands reached and grabbed her hair
So she gave herself to him.
Her body and soul
To the stranger with the sweet smile
And while she was blinded
He raped her and used her
Hurt her so much she couln't cry

"Now don't worry girlfriend"
She came to her and said
"You can be just like one of the :crew"
"Just trust me" she siad
"And I'll make you a star"
"Come on let your real friends guide you" ::
So she jumped at her chance.
With her rose colored glasses
And the haven shattered that night
"But you think you too sweet and you
can't act like that"
Her 'friend" said, "Plus your hair just ain't right."

And month after month :
She let go of herself
She got lost And couldn't find her way
Till she looked in the mirror
And started trusting herself
Picked herself up and walked away
That's when she realized
She had finished her journey
Embraced herself and dried her eyes
She had become her own Woman

by Lee

Can I hav a quata

Hey mister can I pump ya gas.
Hey mister can I clen ya window
Hey mister can I hav a quata,
Hey mister Is dat bracelet gold.
Im hungry mister, yes mister, oh
Im twelve mister, no no drugs mister.
Dis is the capital, D.C. mister,
I know you never saw me mister,
I live below you mister, what?
I suffer because of you mister.
My clothes, why are they filthy mister
My father, be in prisom mister. Jail
no not jail mister, where, america, mister.
His chains mister, no not bars, but opression

d low self esteem mister,
Oh I like ya car mister,
Oh I like yah hair mister
Oh I like yah white house mister
Oh can I hav a quata mister.
Im hungry mister
Dont you think you owe me mister.
How I came to be this way mister.
I have no home mister
My mother she is on crack mister.
OOh shiss..., dont say that mister.
Why oh I know its from you mister.
My future I have none mister.
Im caught in your cycle mister.
I rot in your capital mister.
I will die as a statistic mister.
Oh please dont shun me mister
Oh please roll down ya window mister
please can I have a quata mister.
Oh please, please mister.
What, why I beg you mister.
Its okay, why becuse I dont know better, mister
Im cold, I hav no home mister.
food I nave none mister.
Work, Im only twelve mister.
BYe, I wount keep yah mister.
BUt pleasee
...can I have a quata mister.

Sean Joe

by arlos Montrevil

Beauty

Hey Black Man
you ain't no boy,
you ain't ugly either.
What? you think you
is ugly cause you got
full lips, a broad nose,
and a deep brown
complexion. Well you wrong-
You Beautiful!

by Salimah Aminah McCallum
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With love to my Chocolate one
let me grow strong in your ebony sun
women umber and pure show me how to love you
and uplift you for oppression way too long you endure
you stand proud though you've been held down
now we will struggle so that you may be no longer
bound with our life we shall repay for the love
hope and strength of yours that kept us alive
yesterday it is the least we could do we love
you our chocolately black and sweet
honey dew brown. As a sister you
believe and encourage us to be
strong, as a mother you helped us keep our
feet on the ground and made us reach for the
stars all the while teaching us right and
wrong, as a lover you forged our manhood
and show us to strive for what is good
to reaffirm what we believe in
as a friend you've kept the
promise to stand by us till
the very end. As women you
walk'by us hand in hand
and when we've arrived you
are the first to say
"'I know youcan"



For Your Information.F-io ourr X.

Check Out The Message

Keep up to date with what's
happening in the

Minority Community

We are on Sundays at
11:30 pm - 12

on 90.1 F.M. WUSB

GRADUATING SENIORS:
Third World Committee

Destiny Journal &
Third World Graduation
seeks volunteers to help
coordinate this event.

Meeting held on Tue. at 7:30 pm
in Uniticultural Center

ZETA DELTA PHI Sorority Inc.
Auditions for

Amateur Night
at Stony Brook

For more info. contact
Nicole at 2-3596
ALL WELCOMED

Society of Hispanic Engineers
Presents

i a Gozar!

A Latin Dinner & Dance

WED. MARCH 29
UNION BALLROOM

8 pm - Mid.
$7 Advance

Sale Only
1* •

Ticket info: Luis 2-3117
Union Box Office

ALL WELCOME!
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Women's Herstory Month Salutes:
Beautiful African Women
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photo collage by Mia P. Williams
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Winner- Cariene Keane
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Two S.B. artists showcase their work for Black History monthI

By Nadine Palumblo
piece utilizes broader simplified brushwork which is rather successful.

Another painting, "A Cottage in the Woods," 1989, uses dramatic highlights and

blending of colors to depict a fantasy scene. The sky is very well rendered. The high-

lights on the clouds open the space. This is echoed in the landscape, unifying the piece.

Carlos McDonald, native of Panama, provides a mix of subject matter, from por-

traits, to landscapes, to aLstractions. He has a clear understanding of composition,
most clearly in the owl's eyes and beak which challenge the viewer and give great
detail due to the fact that it is such a close view.

An especially nice use of composition is seen in perhaps the most intriguing paint-
ing of the show, "La Cuna," 1989. Its surface reveals slight play with Cubism and a use
of gold leaf to make areas glisten, most notably the jewelry. The traditionally dressed
Latin woman is intently looking down, which helps keep the viewer's own eye on the
canvas. The colors are vibrant and are enhanced by the heavy use of black. The piece

is heartfelt in its details, and appears as if one is spying on the woman.
The use of cubism is an undercurrent throughout most of McDonald's work. This

is clearly seen in the piece, "Sultry Predators," a silhouett of birds on poles. The sur-

face is intricately broken up into different planes, making the image flat but more
based on artistic ideas, and therefore more interesting than if it were painted natur-

alistically.
Both artists show promise, but may benefit from looking at art history and

learning about high art in greater detail. Additionally, they may take the information
they have learned from their years of painting and their skill at technique and render
images from life, not photographs or imagination. It is important for art not to simply
create attractive images, but to observek if'e and provide commentary on it.

"La Cuna" - Carlos McDonald
The last art exhibit of the Black History Month Series showcased the work of two

Stony Brook students, Curtis Francis and Carlos McDonald, which opeined on the 25th
of February, closing on the 28th. Both students, though not studio art majors,
displayed their recent works which were rather impressive in number. While most of
us students are concentrating on our classes, these two gentlemen do that and evident-
ly much more.

Curtis Francis, native of the West Indies, provides the show with colorful picture
postcard waterscapes. There scenes are ones he has derived from his imagination,
relying upon his technique to supply visual information. Francis obviously knows how
to control paint and develop illusions of light and trees. Unfortunately the work does
not expand into more artistic ideas and is almost weighed down by the heavy use of
textbook technique. One wishes Francis would paint with more passion and create
paintings that aren't solely based on decorative ideals.

"Sailing," 1988 is one of the more original painting he displayed. It uses a pleasant
color scheme of lavender, blue, and green to create a serene effect. It is strikingly dif-
ferent from the other paintings because of its interesting use of space and simplicity.
Instead of using intricate brush strokes to create depth and illusions of objects, this Curtis Francis

continued from page 6

refering to? I believe Black-Amencans
speak English just as Caribbean-Ameri-
cans. Could she be refering to our slang?
If so I can't see where that is indicative of
our lack of education. I happen to be a
well educated black woman and I resent
the implication that the use of slang
proves someone's ignorance. Further, I
am amazed at how people can come to
this country to take advantage of it's
opportunities and continually find things
to complain about. Obviously America
has something to offer. Are we to assume
that Black-Americans had nothing to do
with building these facilities? If Black-
Americans hadn't fought for their/our
rights there would be no Howard nor a
Spellman. There certainly would not be
Black students here at Stony Brook. How
is it that Black-Americans are so
apathetic? The Civil Rights Movement of
the 1960's and 70's. here in America
showed anything but apathy. Black-
Americans have struggled many years
in this country so that all black people
would be able to come here and take ad-
vantage of it's opportunities. Our ener-
gies are misdirected? Natalie herself
stated that half of the students at the sit-
in were black with American heritage.
Am I to assume that this was an act of
fate? Are we, in fact, misdirected? Can
Natalie herself decipher these contradict-
ory statements?

Some say there were positive state-
ments made. If they were, I for one, was
not placated by them. To say the sit-in
helped to discourage such negative ideas
does not explain why Natalie saw fit to
voice her feelings publicly. If I were to

say that before coming to Stony Brook I
thought that all Jamaicans wore colorful
hats, dealt drugs and spoke in broken
English I would probably be mobbed by
many irate black people on this campus.
If one must wallow in ignorance , so be it.
But please do not burden me with it.

continued from page 16

who graduated in 1984 and 1985, that did
complete four full seasons. Of the nine
black players on the team this season,
three of them discontinued playing be-
fore the season's end. "There is an
academic advisor for the players," says
Coach Kornhauser, continuing "maybe
those blacks that left the team do not
really see themselves playing, or foot-
ball is really not for them." Kornhauser

claims that the environment within the
football team allows black players to feel
comfortable. Also that there is a good
comraderie between all the players both
black and white. "In fact two of the most
thought of and respected players on the
team are black," says Kornhauser. This
statement may very well be true. The
sad thing about it is you may never see
them on the playing field.

When it was mentioned to coach
Kornhauser that black coaches on staff
may compensate, and increase the
number of black players, he said that at
one time there was one black coach on
staff, and the numbers of black players
remained the same. I suspect that some
time was needed for blacks to learn that

there was a black coach on staff. But
wouldn't you know it, the one black
coach that Stony Brook had only stayed
for a short time.

I do not feel that the football
coaching staff nor the football program
here at Stony Brook has anything to do
with the lack of black football players.
Although black coaches on staff would
help. I do feel that the small number of
black players presently on the team will
influence future black football player
turnout. As in the case with any ethnic

group, blacks function better, perform
at higher rates, and feel more comfort-
able in the company of other blacks.
This is not to say that black football
players and white football players can't
get along, only that in some aspects
blacks and whites can not relate. In this
sense, culture differences play a major
role.

Until the number of black football
players increases, more than likely Stony
Brook football will remain predominately
white.

Come Out and
Support Academic

Freedom and Prof. Dube
on Friday

March 17th
Contact Prof. Bramel

Psychology Department

-
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S.A.I.N.T.S. Host Health Professions Foru
By Katherine McCalla

The S.A.I.N.T.S., Scholastic Achievement Incentives for Non-Traditional Students,
held their first Annual Health Professional Forum on Thursday March 9, at
U.N.I.T.I. Cultural Center and featured two schools: The Sdhool of Nursing here at
Stony Brook and the New England College of Optometry. There was also a student
from Stony Brook's School of Allied Health. Columbia and New York University did
not show up as they were expected to and some students left upon the announcement
of their cancellation.

Rose Meyers, the Assistand Dean of Student Affairs at the School of Nursing here
at Stony Brook, spoke about Nursing as a career. "Nurses," Meyers explained, "do
many things. Nurses nurture and care for the sick, promote health, help with disease
prevention, and take care of chronically ill patients. Some are administrators and some
do research."

Meyers continued, "To be accepted into the program, an applicant should have
completed two years on the main campus with a minimum of 57 credits and take
the nursing exam." Meyers said that nurses make $30,000 a year as a starting salary
and Stony Brook nursing graduates make as much as $40,000 a year beginning salrary
which includes overtime and late shifts "since most of them are single and have the
time." Some nurses go back to school one-or two years later, Meyers said, and take
graduate courses in medicine or to become a iurse practitioner.

Meyers especially stressed a new program in the Nursing department here at Stony
Brook. It is a three-year program where the student works 20 hours a week and also
goes to school. This program is for those who need help paying tuition. The program
moves slower than the others offered in the Nursing department for students with par-
ticular needs.

-- -~--i t-·---Y - ef-i ~ i .- r* -: ~
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The next speaker was Max Lomax from the New England College of Optometry

in Boston. Lomax works with minority students at the college and has been represent-
ing it for four years. He is currently involved in a program to get more minorities
interested in the field of Optometry, which is not considered by some to be a medical
field. The school presently has 375 full time students, 25 of which are minorities
the school has ever had in an incoming class. Lomax works with the minorities at the
school by trying to get them through school and into a career. Each year the school
admits 100 out of 400 applicants and usually two or three of them are Stony Brook

What's lacking in
SB's Football

"There are only 16 Optome-
try schools in the U.S. but
only two are doing things
for minorities."

- Lomax

graduates, he said.
The total cost of the school is a stiff $22,000 a year since it is a private institution,

but there is much financial aid, Lomax assures. The criteria for admission is a standard
one and similar to the Health Science schools here at Stony Brook, which expect a 2.7
grade point average. New England also offers a six week summer enrichment course.
"There are only 16 Optometry schools in the U.S. but only two are doing things for
minorities," said Lomax, "New England is one of these schools."

According to Lomax, many students do not start out in Optometry. They turn to
OptomeLry when "pre-med doesn't materialize," said Lomax. "They get turned down
by med school and ask 'What do I do?"' Lomax calls for minorities to "look for
professions realistically. Open your eyes to what kind of impact you can make."
"Optometry," Lomax said, "is a white male dominated profession." He called on
students to realize what kind of effect it would have on the community if there was
a Black Optometrist in the neighborhood.

"Optometry is cracking the medical profession," Lomax said. The field has be-
come more "medically oriented in the past three years. People are now spending lots
of money on eye wear and solutions and the best part is that Optometrist doesn't
get sued." Medical students are turning to Optometry because it is "clean." Lomax
states. 'There is no death. . .no blood and guts. .. they are not on call.. .it's a 9 to 5
job. Optometrists can have a family and make good money." With Lomax were two
students from the school who are Stony Brook graduates: Avril Williams and Donovan
Green. They met with students at the end of the forum and answered questions.

The last speaker was Derwin Stoddard, a senior in the School of Allied Health
here at Stony Brook. He is working towards his Bachelor's degree in Cardio-respira-
tory science. Stoddard has a B.S. in Biology and is presently working at a hospital
here on Long Island. Stoddard briefly spoke about his experiences as a student at
H.S.C. where for two years his schedule was made for him. He said classes started
early in the morning and finished by late afternoon. Stoddard said he is determined to
get his degree because "for as long as I can remember this is what I always wanted
to do." He ended by encouraging the group to achieve their goals: "As students
be aware there are many ways to get to your final destination."

The audience broke up to ask individual questions when the speakers were
through and refreshments were served in the Roth Cafeteria lobby outside the
U.N.I.T.I. Cultural Center.

by Charles Robinson

SUNY Stony Brook holds a great deal
of activities outside of academics
( clubs, social gatherings, and many
others). These events seem to be enjoyed
by most, and do not pose problems that
that may be cause for con:(,e• What
about the sports scene her at Stony
Brook? Since sports are on the college
setting, surely all students at Stony
Brook equally enjoy the sporting events
offered. Let's view a particular sporting
event, one that is popular throughout the
United States and includes both blacks
and whites: Football.

It is understood that Stony Brook
Football does not really attract a large
number of spectators. In comparison to
basketball at Stony Brook, no one really
comes to the football games. Black spec-
tators of the football games are even less.
In fact some black students that I have
spoken to are not aware that a football
team exists at Stony Brook. Either
Stony Brook football lacks publicity,
or the lack of black football players re-
flects black spectator turnout. I seriously

doubt that the lack of publicity is a
factor.

Stony Brook football, since it was in-
troduced to the University, has been
dominated by white football players.
Even though a few blacks pop up here
and there the number of white players
on the team has been about 90%, with
the exception of a few Hispanic foot-
ball players. The head coach of the
Stony Brook football team, Mr. Samuel
Kornhauser, states that since he has been
head coach white players have always
been the majority by a large margin.
Coach Kornhauser says that even though
he does his recruiting in city high schcls
that are predominately black and hispanic
(John F. Kennedy H.S. 65% Hispanic,
and Brooklyn H.S. over 75% black)
the turnout remains the same. Mr. Korn-
hauser maintains that he does not know
why black football players do not play
at Stony Brook, or why the team lacks
blacks. He suggests that the black foot-
ball player turnout may be a reflection
of the total campus population. When it
was mentioned to coach Kornhauser
that Notre Dame college has a predomin-

ately white campus population but a
predominately black football team, he
replied that recruiting was done differ-
ently. The degree of difference was not
mentioned.

Stony Brook Football does have a
problem keeping black football players

once they join the team. On the average,
black football players at Stony Brook do
not play more than two seasons. Thus far
there has only been two black football
players, George Taylor and Chris Brown

continued on page 15
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Bias Found in S.A~.T. 's
by Troy Callahan ment no more than a student's yearbook

Cphotograph captures the full range of
Can any of you ladies remember back her experiences in high school."

in high school when it came time to take This decision is the first in the country
your S.A.T.'s? Some of you may have to find the S.A.T's bias and it may have
done well on them, but many of you may a very large impact on the way future
not have done as well as your male scholarships are given to high school
counterparts. You probably did as well students. New York and Massachusetts
as them if not better, in class but when it are the only two states in the country
came to these standardized tests you just that rely exclusively on S.A.T. scores to
couldn't do as well. Many of you may award scholarships. Most other states
have wondered why, and the reason may combine other factors such as high school
be because the Scholastic Aptitude Test grades along with test scores to deter-
is biased against women. mine winners of state scholarships.

Recently, Federal Judge John M.i The lawsuit that challenged the
Walker ruled that New York State's meth- State Education Department's plan to
od of awarding merit scholarships to high revert to using only S.A.T. scores to det-
school students on the basis of their ermine eligibility for state scholarships
S.A.T. scores discriminates against! was filed last October by two organiza-
women. Judge Walker stated that the tions, both the Girl's Clubs of America

l+-,»a 1 i 1,,h v f S0 A T. d,-n a Ani tha NT i;a l iz trrfi-An fonr
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to award both Empire and Regents Women, as well as by ten New York high
Scholarships violated the equal pro- school girls.
tection clause of the Federal Constit- For ten years until last year, S.A.T.
ution and ordered the state to change scores were the only criterion used to
its process of selecting students for such award state scholarships in New York.
awards. It was two years ago that New York came

Judge Walker said "S.A.T. scores up with a plan to use both high school
capture a student's academic achieve- grades and S.A.T. scores to determine

eligibility, being aware of the problems
with the S.A.T, The tate then abandoned
that plan when officials learned that some
schools were inflating student's grades
in order to have more scholarship winners
and went back to using only S.A.T.'s.

New York awards about 26,000 Em-
pire and Regents Scholarships annually.
Empire Scholarships are worth up to
$10,000 over four years while Regents
Scholarships are worth up to $1,250 over
five years. The New York Public Interest
Group found that in 1987, 57 percent of
the 25,277 Regents winners were male
while only 47 percent of the people who
competed were male. They also found
that males won twice as many Empire
Scholarships as females.

Racial bias was also found in the tests
as well. The S.A.T.'s were seen to be dis-
criminatory to minorities who do not
have the same educational or cultural
backgrounds as the people who make up
the tests.

Testing professionals around the
country have seen that women do not do
as well on most standardized tests as men
do even though women do better than
men academically in general. Figures

from the College Board show that until
1972 women did better on the verbal
section while men did better on the math
section. Since 1972, though, mien have
consistently scored higher than women
on both verbal and mathematical parts of
the S.A.T.

Some explanations that experts offer
range from sexual bias in the questions to
differences' in the brain functions
between men and women. Some of the
testing industry's critics also believe that
the differing scores arise from the
questions being written with a male bias.

Judge Walker's opinion is. only a pre-
liminary injunction that came after one
day of testimony. The State could try
to appeal Judge Walker's ruling, or just
decide not to agree to comply. If this
occurs, Judge Walker would have to hold
a full trial of the issues in the case. Many
people, like Judge Walker, hope less
emphasis will be placed on S.A.T. scores
in the future as a result of this decision.
They feel there is no way a three hour
test given on a Saturday aftern6on can
access a student's knowledge of three or
four years of high school.

CEDDO
Dy Donr A3reu

Power, oppression, slavery and discrimination have changed throughout the years
whether it be in regard to women, color of skin or religion. The change is not great but

compared to the past it has made significant progress. The Movie Ceddo, shown at
the Union Auditorium on February 8, at 7 and 9:30 p.m., showed how evident the
presence of these ideas were in the past.

The movie began showing various scenes that took place around a typical village.
There were people, the Ceddo, going about their daily chores. Ceddo meaning lower

class. One could feel there was something going on even though there were no words.

The story line then began by the kidnapping of the Princess due to different beliefs of

religion. Today, one can see how different cultures segregate themselves instead of

learning from one another and progressing. The movie went on to show how politics
and religion do not mix. The Middle East is an example for there is constant turmoil
there between the Muslems and Jews. The head or the "Prophet" of the Muslem
religion wanted to convert everyone in the village into Muslems even if it meant by
force. This Prophet knew, at this point in the movie, that there were no male heirs
to the throne left and so he thought he would marry the Princess to become King. It
was evident that he was manipulating people to obtain absolute power.

One could see how the King was losing control of his.village and how the people
were divided--Muslems versus Christians and Pagans. A divided people is a common
outcome due to lack of communication and compromise. The people themselves
wanted to maintain and follow traditional laws, but the King had no voice but tht of
the Prophet of the Muslem religion. Those not Moslem were sold as slaves for rifles
and ammunition. There was always some sort of punishment for those who didn't
adhere to the changes. The climax of the movie was when the King died of a snake
bite, and the Prophet of the Muslem religion seized this opportunity to take over the

King's rule. As we look back in time one can see how situations have led certain people
to power. If the people of the village would have overcome their fears they could

have rebelled.
The Prophet then sent his followers to encourage all the people of the village, by

will or by force, to convert them . He changed their names and enforced rules to

live by. By changing their naiAes ad lives, the people lost their identity and individual-

ity. During this time he sent two rifle men to retrieve the Princess from her abductors.

At the erndcthe Princess, having some knowledge of what had happened, looked around

slowly, took a rifle and shot the Prophet. A woman took it upon herself to put an

end to what she thought was unfair.
The least likely person put an end to it all. It only takes one person to make a

difference.Throughout the years people have learned to rebel and fight for what they
in, and above all justice. Some, like Martin Luther King and Ida E . Wells, have made a

significant change in history. This is why we should take time to honor those heroes

who were courageous enough to initiate a change. This movie, besides making one a

quick reader of subtitles, makes one aware of the past and some of the changes that

still need to be made. We have come a long way to stop now. Our history has shown us

what a divided people can accomplish--nothing. The road has been paved and marked.

It is up to us, the future generation,'to improve it and maintairf it. Just like the un-
•dA; l .PAiin of thic movie so is our future. Why not predict a better one?

"Struggle Contirlues" / linocut by Hamilton Budaza.
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Byron and Taylor: Poets who inspire
Crystal Avery

Inspirational, uplifting, and outstand-
ing, all accurately describe the poetry of
Mervyn Taylor and Cheryl Byron. Both
performed on Thursday, February 23,
in the UNITI Cultural Center for, an un-
fortunately small audience. Though the
audience was small in number it was large
in spirit as Ms. Byron and members of
her group aroused the audience to hand
clapping and foot stomping.

The poetry reading began with Mr.
Taylor's poetry which ranged in sub-
ject matter. He discussed his pride in
his homeland of Trinidad where many
African traditions are apparent in such
cultural expressions as Carnival. His
poetry also emphasized the beauty of
nature, love, and the teachings of life
in general as he sees them. Mr. Taylor
who was once a Stony Brook faculty
member, teaching a course in Caribbean
history, has been awarded with several
poetry honors and his reading was both
pleasurable and enlightening.

Cheryl Byron is a unique poet who
hails from Trinidad as well, and who has
been residing in New York for a number

Cheryl Byron

of years. Currently studying for a PhD in
theater arts and recently finishing a series
of performances at the Museum of Nat-
ural History, Ms. Byron performed her
poetry melodically with the help of two
female member . .f her group. All were
full of energy and pride.

Though her music adds an extraor-
dinary touch to her poetry the subject
matter of Byron's poetry has great sub-
stance as it addresses meaningful issues
such as slavery, the role of African
women, unity amongst Africans, and the
beauty of the African race. Byron also
brought to light the fact that in Africa
music and dance are integral parts of
poetry. She emphasized the importance
of using poetry, dance, and music as
positive forms of expression and inspir-
ation.

It is always interesting to her the per-
spectives of individuals who have the pre-
cious gift of being able to express them-
selves in such a way than can be inspir-
ational and beneficial to others. Both
poets had a tremendous effect on me as
they left me with an aroused imagination,
and a revived sense of pride and confid-
ence.

An Issue of Abortion

continued from page 19

cracy" to re-enact a law that takes a-,ay a basic right
that other parts of the constitution supposedly guaran-
tee?

Isn't it funny how some of these individuals who
bomb abortion clinics and scream about unborn babies
being "murdered" also campaign against sex education
programs in shcools. It probably has never occurred to
these people that if children were properly educated
about sexuality there would be less unwanted pregnan-
cies, and consequently, fewer abortions performed.

I may be wrong, but it seems to me at times that
a iot or these "pro-iters : often show very little re-
gard for the rights or welfare of the women whose lives
they're trying to dictate. For example, take the case
of the woman whlo has been lying comatose in the
hospital for several weeks now. Her doctors determined
that she would very likely have a better chance of
pulling through if the fetus she is carrying were re-
moved. Her husband, concerned with saving his wife's
life, went to court and was granted the right to have an
abortion performed, but, for a time, was prevented from
doing so because of political pressure applied by anti-
abortion advocators who didn't seem to be at all concer-
ned that this woman would die if something weren't
done. This may be just speculation, but I guess it hasn't
occurred to these people that if the woman herself died.
the unborn fetus would also have died despite their
efforts to "save" it.

Now I hope no one gets the idea from reading this
that I'm "pro-abortion." Just for the record, I'm not,
but I am "pro-choice" and I feel that if a woman wants
to have an abortion, it's her right. Her body is her own.
I also feel that a better way to combat the problem of
untimely and unwanted pregnancies is to educate
people, especially children, about the consequences of
irresponsible sexual activity. So to all the people who
think that they have the right to tell others what they
can and can't do with their own bodies, I say this: no
one should have authority over another person's womb,
not you, not the Supreme Court, not even George Bush.
If you yourself are against abortions, fine. That's your
right. But trying to impose your views on other people
is unfair and unjust. Abortion should be a private medi-
cal decision between the woman involved and her doc-
tor, not a public campaign. And the sooner certain
people realize this, the better.



lack crman alorlb
by Salimah Aminah McCallum

Recently I had a conversation with a
white male who was indifferent to my
statement that black women have to
strive harder than others when competing
for jobs because we are victims of
"double-jeopardy." The "double-
jeopardy" being that we fall into what is
considered two "minority" groups. I
don't understand why we fit in to any
"minority" group at all, considering the
fact that in numbers, there are more
women than there are men, and also that
there are more blacks or people of color
that encompass the earth than there are
whites. However despite the obvious
facts, the black woman is a victim of
"double-jeopardy", thus left vulner-
able to the evils of racial and sexual
discrimination.

The white male argued that my state-
ment had no validity whatsoever. He
stated that the affirmative action laws
have opened up doors for blacks in the
job market. He also went as far as to say
that the barriers that have previously re-
stricted blacks from obtaining positions
have been taken away due to affirm.ative
action. He also offered as part of his
argument, the popular statement that it

is the victims' fault that they are in the
situation that they are in. In other words
blacks are not achieving success due to
their own lack of motivation. Further-
more, the white male stated that society
has finally accepted women in all areas of
the job market. He discussed that there
are police women, fire women, and even
women construction workers. However
he neglected to mention the abuse that
these women receive from their male col-
leagues. All in all, his belief was that
black women are setting up their own
barriers by their paranoia with discrimin-
ation.

What did I say to all of this? To sum
up my reactions to his statements into
one word, my response is, BULL! What
does he mean by, affirmative action laws
have torn down the barriers that have
previously restricted blacks from obtain-
ing positions? Affirnmati' action laws do
not guarantee jobs to blacks and other

minorities, it is simply, action taken to

provide equal opportunity, as in admi-

sions or employment, for minority groups
and women. Therefore if an employer
places a classified ad for an available pos-

ition in the Amsterdam News (a news-

paper that caters to the Black commun

ity) that employer has taken action to
provide equal opportunity to minorities.
Affirmative action laws do not demand or
require that an employer hire minorities.
As a gesture of good will, State and City
officials have set up affirmative action
quotas that require that a certain percen-
tage of their employees be a minority
group. These quotas do not apply tc
private industry. I will admit that oftei,
Black women are hired in order to fill
two quotas at once. However once the
quotas are filled, what happens to the rest
of the minority population in demand
for jobs? I'll tell you what, they are left
unemployed.

Three years ago I attended a Sympos-
ium on Women and Blacks at Pennsyl-
vania State University. The topic of
"double-jeopardy" and the Black woman
was raised. I talked with several Black
women who experienced racial and sexual
discrimination first hand. At that time I
was a freshman in college. The reality of
being in "double-jeopardy" was very dis-
turbing. I remember thinking, what is

going to happen to me when I graduate

from college and go job hunting'? Will
discrimination slap me in the face?

Now I am a senior, and soon I too will
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be seeking employment. Although I
realize what I am up against due to my
Blackness and womanhood, I refuse to be
discouraged by this. I am determined to
achieve success despite the odds. I invite
my sisters to join me in this endeavor. Let
the strength of the Black woman be seen
in all of our efforts!

The Puerto Rican Ide]
by Bessie Ortega

SVie "wpo mt
happened to the saying "the blacker the berry, the

is nothing wrong with supporting other groups. But as sweeter the juice!" How long will it take us to realize
you support them, you should support your own that we are a people full of history and culture. To

ntity people and organizations as well. quote Martin Luther King, "we should not judge each
My brothers and sisters, it is time to come to the other by the color of our skin, but by the content of

realization of who you are. To turn back and help our our character." We should not let a simple think like
brothers and sisters who are having problems in this the color of our skin separate us. This is exactly what
country. To help those who know no other surroundings th.. itr;. w n.. ~ant 1 want s u to he hrainwashed

My brothers and sisters, I am addressing a problem than the urals painted on buildings in memory to ...
amongst our people which has kept us divided too long. in El Barro. Who shall guide them? Who shall help them
I have questions you should consider and think seriously take advantages of the resources and agencies around
about. Do you know who you are? Do know what your them? They do not need a black man or white man to
real motherland is? Identity by skin color in the United tell them who they are and what they can do. They
States has managed to split the Puerto Rican people. need us, because we are one of them and know their

To those who do not know, your motherland is not pain. We need to unite and be one within ourselves and
Africa or any other country. It is Puerto Rico. Our amongst our people. My final question is: Are we des-
blood was mixed as conquistadors ravished our land and tined to follow in the path of others or can we find our
inter-bred with the Taino Indians. As the conquista- own path, destiny and identity?
dors left, their slaves also mixed with our blood. Aftero
the conquistadors raped our island of its wealth, they
left all the inhabitants there to fend for themselves.
From that time we rose from the melting of three The of Bein
ethnics. Spain contributed its language and the light hair Lightness Being
and eyes we find amongst our people. And we must not
forget the most important contributing element: the by Jacqueline Dickerson
blood, way and souls of the Taino Indians. From them
we inherited the light brown skin and thick straight In relfecting upon the great works of Malcolm X
black hair found amongst most of our people. All these we can see how the consciousness of people of color
elements make up our "sabor." has been shaped through the Ideology of assimilation

Now that you know who the Puerto Rican is and and acculturation. We have been brainwashed to believe
from where he originated, let me tell you about our that the closer you are to possessing the white man's
people's worst problem. In Puerto Rico, our people European complexion and facial characteristics the more
come in all shades and colors. This does not present a superior you are. This can be seen in the analogy of the
problem since we all feel strong attachements and deep house slave and the field slave. The house slave was
roots to our motherland. There is no identity crisis, usually lighter in complexion, due to the white slave
However, when a Puerto Rican comes to the United master infecting our proud black sisters with his seed,
States, he gets overwhelmed with confusing and conflict- which through over a period of time, resulted in our
ing labeling. Here the Puerto Rican starts to wonder brothers and sisters complexion changing from mocha
whether he is black or white, when he is hispanic. The chocolate, to honey brown, to pecan tan, and finally to
white Puerto Rican finds acceptance in the white com- high yellow. Consequently, this 'high yellow' slave
munity and the darker ones find more acceptance in the was granted the 'privilege' of working in the 'Big House'
black community. So this is how and where the Puerto and was made to think that they were auperior to the
Rican gets divided and loses his identity. Here he is field slave. The field slave, on the other hand, worked in
trying to conform to the demands of different social the fields and among the livestock from sun up to sun
groups. This problem not only affects us, but also our down. The field slave suffered the greater bulk of this
children for generations to come, if not confronted. horrid institution. Our ancestors were constantly under
The strength and unity of the Puerto Rican is weakened the watchful eye of the overseer and his whip. Thus,
and destroyed. they tried to make slaves believe that it was a blessing to

Divided, my brothers, we are weak and unable to favor the pigmentation of the white man so you could
help our own people. Wake up and realize who you are live a so-called 'easier life' as a slave.
and where your roots are so others can accept you as We have been so brain washed that even still today
who you are. We contribute to many organizatons, but we allow ourselves to hold on the the white supremacist's
what about to ourselves. What about reaching out to theory that "white is right" and the closer to white you
our own people and children unaware of college. There are the better you are. This has got to stop!! What ever

We w" e man•M i llt3 .1C ua UN L , i, .

with assimilation and acc;ulturation so that we can lose
ourselves into a mass of grayness. Let's all remember
that America was built with the blood, sweat, and tears
of the Afro-American people. We, as a people, have
earned our membership in this society and we should
not expect anyone to open doors for us. IlistoricAlly
strides throughout time, have been proof that in this
racist, capitalistic society, people of color must fight
and struggle for what is rightfully ours. However, we
must be careful not to fall into the white man's theory
of divide and conquer. We never seem to realize how
powerful we truly are, as a people, because we can never
bring the masses together to fight for our common
rights. MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS', WAKE UP
AND UNITE.

Rethinking Abortion
By Regina Young

Recently, an upsurge of political pressure by some
(seemingly) well-meaning but dissillusioned right-to-
life groups has forced the Supreme Court to take
another look at the issue of abortion in this country and
to actually consider reversing their 1973 decision
making it legal. In my opinion, it's an outrage that the
members of these groups would not only have the auda-
city to try and change the laws around to suit their own
purposes (which, many times, aren't quite as honourable
as they would have everyone believe), but would go so
far as to involve the president and even the pope to get
their own way. I think that if they succeed, this suppos-
edly "democratic" country will have taken a giant step
backward where basic civil and political rights are con-
cerned. Ever since the Republican administration took
over eight years ago, there seems to have been a trend
aimed at reversing progressive court decisions of the re-
cent past. Could there perhaps be here an underlying aim
to retard the feminist movement and put women back in
their "place"? I can only hope that the Supreme court
will not allow itself to be pressured into setting the gains
of oppressed people back any further. After all, how
would it look for a country that calls itself a "demo-

continued on page 18
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